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Abstract: The article is an example of using the software simulation @Risk  designed for simulation in Microsoft Excel 
spread sheet,  demonstrated the possibility of its usage in order to show a universal method of solving problems. The 
simulation is experimenting with computer models based on the real production process in order to optimize the 
production processes or the system. The simulation model allows performing a number of experiments, analysing them, 
evaluating, optimizing and afterwards applying the results to the real system. A simulation model in general is 
presenting modelling system by using mathematical formulations and logical relations. In the model is possible to 
distinguish controlled inputs (for instance investment costs) and random outputs (for instance demand), which are by 
using a model transformed into outputs (for instance mean value of profit). In case of a simulation experiment at the 
beginning are chosen controlled inputs and random (stochastic) outputs are generated randomly. Simulations belong 
into quantitative tools, which can be used as a support for a decision making. 
 
 
1 Introduction 

A simulation model in general is presenting modelling 
system by using mathematical formulations and logical 
relations. In the model is possible to distinguish 
controlled inputs (for instance investment costs) and 
random outputs (for instance demand), which are by using 
a model transformed into outputs (for instance mean value 
of profit). In case of a simulation experiment at the 
beginning are chosen controlled inputs and random 
(stochastic) outputs are generated randomly [1]. 
Simulations belong into quantitative tools, which can be 
used as a support for a decision making. Their application 
in practice cannot be done without computer support and 
specialized software products [2]. For simulations is 
possible to use a basic tabular processor as for example 
Microsoft Excel [3]. In the following part is used 
simulation software Risk, suitable mainly for simulations 
in the tabular processor Microsoft Excel. 

 @RISK performs risk analysis using Monte Carlo 
simulation to show how many possible outcomes in a 
spread sheet model exist and tells how the likelihood they 
might occur is. It mathematically and objectively tracks 
many different possible future scenarios and assess the 
probabilities and risks associated with each different one. 
This means that it  gives an assessment which risks to 
take and which ones to avoid, allowing for the best 
decision making under uncertainty [4].  

 
 

2 Monte Carlo method 
Monte Carlo method is a simulation numeric method, 

which can provide at least probabilistic results in case 
those classical calculations are too complex, too long or 
even not possible to compute. It is a stochastic method, 
because when searching for a result is used probabilistic 
number of modelled random variables statistical estimates 
of their characteristics [5]. 

The method is based on multiple irritation of random 
process. Realization of probabilistic variables can be 
achieved by generating of random numbers, uniformly 
distributed on interval (0, 1), which are subsequently by 
suitable transformation transformed into random numbers 
with desirables distribution. Random numbers are 
possible to generate by several ways: mechanic 
generators, physical generators. It is possible to 
distinguish random and pseudorandom numbers. By using 
of Monte Carlo method are estimated statistic distribution 
based on a huge number of random choices from given 
distribution [5]. Simulation is resource for increase 
quality, innovation and prosperity [6], [7]. This system, 
method will used in @Risk simulation system [8].      

 
 

2.1 Application add-on @RISK  
After running program @Risk and Microsoft Excel in 

the top menu of Excel is shown option depicted in the 
Fig. 1.  

Random inputs of model are generated by using add-
on @Risk in the top menu in folder “Define Distribution”, 
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in option for discrete and continues probability 
distribution– Fig. 3. and Fig. 4. 

For example it can be defined normal distribution with 
a mean value 10 and standard deviation 2  N≈(10,2). It is 
possible to click on the icon “Normal” (Fig. 2) window 
appears (Fig. 3) In the middle is a graphical representation 

of normal distribution, on the left can be added mean 
value and standard deviation and on the right are depicted 
descriptive statistics. The second possibility is generating 
of random inputs is to write function directly into a cell – 
for normal distribution it is “RiskNormal (mean value, 
standard deviation)”. 

 
 

 

 

 
Figure 1 Toolbar – menu for add-on @Risk 

 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 2 @Risk simulation system and definition of distribution function  
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Figure 3 @Risk simulation system, option probability distribution  
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 4 @Risk simulation system, definition of normal distribution 
 
 

Design of simulation model by using of add-on @Risk : 
• Define probabilistic distribution for a random 

inputs, it means generating of observations of a 

random inputs (for example by using function 
@Risk). 

• In a simulation model is chosen a cell 
representing output of model (output cell). Add-
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on @Risk calculates automatically descriptive 
statistics for output model and generate also their 
graphical representation. 

• For different values of variables is possible by 
using function „RiskSimTable“ run the 
simulation several times and subsequently 
compare results and choose the best value of 
crucial variables.   

 
In the next section is represented construction of 

simulation model on a concrete example: at the beginning 
of a month is necessary to add inventory of given product, 
which purchasing price is 3 eur/piece and selling price 5 
eur/piece, in case that this product is not sold until 20th 
day of the month is sold in discount for 2 eur/piece. 
Demand for this product is random with discrete 
distribution in Table 1. The task is to construct a 
simulation model based on the given order.  

 
Construction of simulation model:  

A random input means demand, which is given by 
discrete probability distribution. In Table 1, in cell A11 is 
defined by function - „=RiskDiscrete(D3:D7;E3:E7)“. 

Output of the model, which is a profit (lost) in cell E11 
and is given by relation „=B11-C11-D11“ (profit = sales-
costs overestimation - cost of buying). This formula can 
be changed with add-on, by setting on cell E11, in the top 
menu click on the option “AddOutput”, validate it with 
the fuction in the cell E11 and change on 
“RiskOutput()+B11-C11-D11”.  

In the next step is set setting (number of irritation for 
example on 100) simulation and run simulation. By using 
@Risk function “RiskSimTable” it is possible to compare 
descriptive statistics for different values cotrolled inputs 
into model, „=RiskSimTable(B14:L14)“.  

The function RiskSimTable makes possible to run 
several simulations for different values of controlled 
inputs, in this case 11 times evaluate thousand values of 
profit (lost). In this section B14:L14 are shown different 
values of controlled input according to amount of order. 
Number of irritation 1000 and number of simulation 11 is 
set on top menu @Risk.  

Function for a calculation of descriptive statistics are 
inserted thought top menu @Risk – Insert Function –
Simulation Result - RiskMean, RiskStdDev, RiskMax,   

 
 

Table 1 Simulation model 
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Figure 5 @Risk simulation system, results of simulation (number 4) 
 
 
 
 
RiskMin. When inserting function of descriptive 

statistics order number of simulations is used, in a first 
row   – Data source – address of output E11 is fixed in a 
second row – Sim – address of order number is not fixed. 
Subsequently these functions can be copied into the cells 
B17:B20 into C17:L20.      

The simulation can be run thought top menu @Risk – 
Start Simulation, after running are depicted in Excel sheet   

 

 
values of given function and simultaneously is shown 

window with values of different descriptive statistics 
together with their graphical representation (Fig. 5).  

 The overview table of results from all simulations is 
in the Fig. 6. After creating of simulation model and 
comparing results of simulation the highest risk is for the 
order of 600 pieces. 
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Figure 6 @Risk simulation system, table of the simulation results 

 
 

Conclusions 
The article is an example of using the software 

simulation @Risk designed for simulation in Microsoft 
Excel spreadsheet,  demonstrated the possibility of its 
usage in order to show a universal method for problem 
solving. A simulation is an important and has a stable 
place in the production process and also in business 
practice. It is not a tool to solve all the problems, but 
could be used to quickly optimize and improve. In this 
paper, a simulation model is assembled with add-ons 
@Risk   the construction of the simulation model 
presented concrete examples. After the defection 
simulation and evaluation of results can determine the 
size of the order.  
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